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Motivation

Polysomnography 
(PSG)

Impractical for 
long-term home use +

There is a need for tools to enable accurate long-term evaluation of sleep timing and duration 
in daily life with less burden on users and researchers.

Actigraphy + Sleep 
Diary

Requires significant 
effort of users to 
maintain accurate 
diaries, and of 
researchers to check 
the diary entries for 
anomalies



• 5580 days of multimodal data from a wrist sensor and 
an Android phone

• 186 undergraduate students, 30 days each

• Wrist Sensor
Skin conductance (SC)
Acceleration (ACC)
Skin temperature (ST)

• Time

Data

• Labels of sleep/wake: 
   Human scored actigraphy with sleep diaries 
   based on a previously established method (Barger et al., 2014)

Resolution: 1 min -> 1 day = 1440 labels

• Phone
Call
SMS
Location
Screen



Features

SC is more likely to have periods of high frequency activity called “storms” during NREM2 and SWS sleep
Movement index = (var(latitude) + var(longitude)) / 2



Methods

Sleep detection:
Bidirectional long short-term memory 
neural network model

= Sleep Probability



Methods

Sleep episode onset/offset detection: 
Bidirectional long short-term memory 
neural network model
+ Peak detection

= Sleep Offset Probability



Results
For each participant, 
80% of days - training set, 
20% of days - test set

       Participant 1                                   Participant 2

Sleep/wake classification accuracy: 96.5% 
(Acceleration + Skin temperature + Time)

Sleep episode onset detection
F1 scores: 0.86, mean errors: 5.0 min

Sleep episode offset detection 
F1 scores: 0.84, mean errors: 5.5 min



Generalized to different participants

80% of participants - training set
20% of participants - test set

       Participant 1                                   Participant 2



Real-time implementation



Conclusion

We showed 

Sleep/wake classification accuracy: 96.5%  with features from Acceleration + Skin temperature + Time

Sleep episode onset detection (F1 scores: 0.86, mean errors: 5.0 min)

Sleep episode offset detection (F1 scores: 0.84, mean errors: 5.5 min)

Our results indicate that long-term ambulatory sleep/wake records from large populations can be measured unobtrusively and 
accurately by exploiting the ubiquity of smartphones and wearable sensors and the power of deep learning. 


